DATE: January 25
TO: Students and Officers
SUBJECT: Choosing a Career That’s Uniquely You!

Did you know: Your specific interests, abilities, and personality can help you determine careers that you will find engaging and motivating. Join Dr. Rodney Lowman for a special live event about planning your future! **February 9 at 3:30 p.m. EST.**

This event is sponsored by APA Style. Here’s a [PDF flyer](#) you can share with your chapter. Spaces are limited, so register today.

**IS RESEARCH KEY?**

Most faculty in a [2019 study](#) indicated that research experience was very important for graduate school applications. **Could you use more research on your CV or resumé?** Here are three opportunities with Psi Chi:

1. **Enter the February Contest for R Programming!**
   #PsiChiRContests are open for the first 15 days of every month. New and experienced R programmers are welcomed
to practice using the free R software for data analysis. The winner will receive a laptop sticker! See this tutorial for getting started.

2. **Become a Crowd Research Project Collaborator**
   Each year, students and faculty participate in a cross-cultural research project led by Psi Chi’s Network for International Collaborative Exchange (NICE). Currently, we are seeking a graduate student to serve as the next NICE Chair (due March 18). Also, plan to submit a project proposal (due July 31) and sign up for the annual project (Sept. through Dec.).

3. **Finish What You Started—Get Published in PCJ**
   Have you recently completed a student- or faculty-led research project? Experience *Psi Chi Journal’s* supportive peer-review process. Articles published in PCJ receive high visibility across the academic community. View the submission guidelines and reasons to submit.

---

**PSI CHI ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**Participate in Society-Wide Elections**
Attend upcoming local meetings so that you can be a part of your chapter’s vote. Society elections end February 15. Meet the candidates.

**“Psi Chi Central Office” Is Now “Psi Chi Headquarters”**
Following the transition to remote work for Psi Chi staff members, the Board of Directors recently moved to rename the “Psi Chi Central Office” to “Psi Chi Headquarters.” Use of this new name on emails, publications, stationery, website, etc. will begin rolling out in the coming months.

**MARK YOUR CALENDAR**

- **APS Bandura Graduate Research Award**—Feb 1
- **APS Convention Society Research Awards**—Feb 7
• APA Convention Society Research Awards—April 15
• Undergraduate Research Grants (Summer)—May 9
• Graduate Research Grants (Summer)—May 9

ADVERTISEMENTS

Complimentary Continuing Education Units
Psi Chi and California School of Professional Psychology have partnered to provide Psi Chi members opportunity for 6 complimentary CE units on the topic “Suicide: Assessment, Prevention & Intervention.” Log in to receive your course access code.

Still Time to Apply for Fall 2022!
The Graduate School of Psychology at California Lutheran University is accepting applications for their APA-accredited Doctorate in Clinical Psychology and their two Master of Science programs: Counseling Psychology (MFT) and Clinical Psychology. Don’t wait another year. APPLY TODAY.

Intensive, Funded Summer Research Experience Working With Children
Ohio University researchers are recruiting students for an 8-week NSF-funded Research Experience for Undergraduates. Students engage in research for children with social, emotional, and behavioral problems; conduct a mentored, publishable project; and gain professional development skills. Visit HERE.